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Robert McFarlane Collection of Photographs
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6003057

Photographer unknown
*Women Gymnasts Standing in Rows on an Oval, Sydney* c. 1935
reproduction of a photograph (printed 2023)
Newcastle Morning Herald and Miners’ Advocate Archive, 1900–60
Jim Fitzpatrick (1916–?)

180 Boys at a Junior Golf Coaching Camp near Sydney 1978
reproduction of a photograph
Australian Information Service Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4594452

The Royal Agricultural Society Challenge Shield 1908
mahogany and sterling silver plate
National Museum of Australia

Premiership Cup to Signify Geelong Football Club’s 1925, 1931, 1937, 1951 and 1952 VFL Premierships 2004
silver and gold-plated brass
Courtesy Geelong Football Club

Painted Football Presented to Stuart Spencer, Melbourne FC, VFL Premiers 1956
paint on leather
On loan from the Australian Sports Museum; kindly donated by Stuart Spencer to the Melbourne Cricket Club Museum

Ian Kenins
Shirley Harris Riding Her Bowl 1998
photograph
Albert Park Ladies Lawn Bowls Club Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn1739915

Ern McQuillan (1926–2018)
Group of Men Playing Bocce c. 1963
reproduction from a negative (printed 2023)
Murrumbidgee Irrigation Area Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4395309

Greg Power (b. 1974)
Competition at the National Capital DanceSport Championships 2002
digital print (printed 2023)
National Capital DanceSport Championships Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn1053488

J.A. Mulligan (1927–1996)
St Joseph’s Nuns Playing Basketball, Baulkham Hills 25 July 1963
print from a negative (printed 2023)
John Mulligan Photograph Collection, c. 1960–76
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn238683

Nicholas J. Caire (1837–1918)
Girls’ Gymnastic Class Holding Indian Clubs, Victorian Deaf and Dumb Institution, St Kilda Road, Melbourne 1909
photograph
Postcard Photographs of the Victorian Deaf and Dumb Institution, Melbourne, 1909
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4980268

**Pioneer Exhibition Game, Australian Football**
Australian Commonwealth Military Forces, 1916
souvenir program
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4192692

**Australasian Axemen’s Association**
*Rules, &c.*
Ulverstone, Tas.: The Association, 1903
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn688829

**C.E. Williams**
*Bowls: How to Play the Game: Correct Style and Delivery*
Mackay, Qld: W.G.S. White, 1947
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn402689

**John Thornett** (1935–2019)
*How to Play Rugby Union*
Wollstonecraft, NSW: Pollard Publishing, 1972
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn7130811

**All Australia Netball Association**
*Netball Umpire’s Guide*
Mosman, NSW: All Australia Netball Association, 1984
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2701092

**E.E. Christensen, K. McCaffery and D. Brown**
*How to Play Rugby League*
Darlington, NSW: Southern Cross International, 1964
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn549538

**All Australia Women’s Basket Ball Association**
*Basket Ball Official Rules: Coaching Notes and Points for Umpires*
Melbourne: The Association, c. 1930
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn1832921

**Maher Cup** 1921–71
silverplate
Courtesy Tumut Rugby League Old Boys Inc.

**Mike Brady**
*Up There Cazaly*
South Melbourne: Remix Music, c. 1979
sheet music
William Ellis Green (‘WEG’) (1923–2008)
*Carlton: 68 Premiers* 1968
poster (reprinted between 2010 and 2017)
nla.cat-vn381814

Martin King
*Parramatta vs St George, Sydney Cricket Ground* 1977
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn468442

Barbara McGrady (b. 1950)
*Danny Tanner with the Ball, Waterloo Storm vs Dindima, Leichhardt Oval* 30 September–3 October 2016
digital print (printed 2023)
Mitchell Library, State Library of New South Wales; Courtesy Barbara McGrady

*Cavalcade of Australian Sport*
Sydney: F. Cunninghame & Co., c. 1950s
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4932485

Trans-Australia Airlines
*Victorian Football League Grand Final*
29 September 1979
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6193640

Robert James Wallace (b. 1967)
*Race 2 of the Men’s 5000 Metres during the Sydney Gay Games* 2002
digital print (printed 2023)
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3624778

Louise Whelan (b. 1967)
*Competitor in the National Boccia Titles, Sydney Academy of Sport, Narrabeen, New South Wales*
4–7 May 2009
digital print (printed 2023)
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4703562

John Reid
‘Save the Game’ Rally 2000
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Unknown photographer
*Ray Youd Competing in the Woodchopping Event at the Royal Melbourne Show* 1957
reproduction of a photograph (printed 2023)
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4587746

John Witzig (b. 1944)
_Nigel in WA_ 1972
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn8812372

Ed Radclyffe (b. 1971)
_Canberra Roller Derby League Presents CRDL Vice City Rollers vs NBR Brawl Stars in 'The Silence of the Jams': AIS Arena_ 15 December 2012
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6252288

Conor Ashleigh (b. 1987)
_Laat Gaak, Penrith_ 2014
digital print (printed 2023)
Australia’s South Sudanese Refugee Community, 2010–15
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn7459994

_Sporting spectacles_

_Fight for the World’s Championship: Tommy Burns and Jack Johnson, in the Ring at the Stadium, Rushcutters Bay, Sydney_
26 December 1908
reproduction of a supplement to _Referee_ (printed 2023)
Arnold Thomas Boxing Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3638997

Charles Kerry (1857–1928)
_Tommy Burns vs Jack Johnson, World Heavyweight Boxing Championship, Rushcutters Bay, Sydney_
26 December 1908
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3060336

Herbert H. Fishwick (1882–1957)
_Bill Woodfull Being Hit by Harold Larwood during the Third Test Cricket Match, Adelaide_ 1933
print from a glass-plate negative (printed 2023)
Fairfax Archive of Glass-plate Negatives
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6304213

M. Jegust
_Souvenir Program for World’s First International Women’s Cricket Match_
Perth: West Australian Women’s Cricket Association, 1934
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn5747779

Photographer unknown
_Hazel Pritchard (NSW) with Doris Turner and Betty Snowball (England), Sydney_ 1935
reproduction of a gelatin silver photograph (printed 2023)
Women's Cricket Association Tour of Australia, 1934–35
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3255993

**Stawell Athletic Club: 75th Anniversary of the Club** 1952
broadside
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn620180

**Max Forbes** (1923–1990)
**Melbourne, Olympic City, Australia** 1956
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2258482

**Jack Earl** (1908–1994)
**Chart of the Course for the Annual Sydney-to-Hobart Yacht Race** c. 1950
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn7506652

**State of Origin Shield** 1980
timber and bronze
National Rugby League

**Jamie Squire**
**Cathy Freeman Ignites the Olympic Flame during the Opening Ceremony for the Summer Olympics**
15 September 2000
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

**Paralympic Games 2000, Sydney, Featuring Troy Sachs, Basketball Gold Medallist, 1996 Atlanta Paralympic Games**
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2971098

**Wendy McDougall** (b. 1961)
**Volunteer Secret Sign Language No. 73** 2000
photograph
Scenes in Central Sydney during the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, 20 August–27 October 2000
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2975413

**John Ian Wing** (b. 1939)
**Letter from John Ian Wing to the Melbourne Olympic Games Committee** 1956
reproduction of a letter in ink on paper (printed 2023)
Papers of Sir Wilfred Selwyn Kent Hughes, 1914–86
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2631927

**Bruce Howard** (b. 1936)
**Olympic Athletes March Together during the Closing Ceremony of the Melbourne Olympics, Melbourne Cricket Ground** 1956
photograph
Donated by Bruce Howard through the Australian Government’s Cultural Gifts Program, 2007
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4368569

**Cushion with a Collection of Pins from the XVI Melbourne Olympics** 1956
Ephemera Relating to the Melbourne 1956 Olympic Games
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3355936

**EMI Australia, Sydney; EMI Group, London**
*Torch of the XVI Olympiad, Melbourne* 1956 aluminium and silver
Philip Miskin Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4532747

**Sydney Organising Committee for the Olympic Games**
*Sydney Olympic Torch* 2000
aluminium and silver
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn155909

**Charles Meere** (1890–1961)
*Empire Games: Sydney Calls You ...* 1938
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6186739

**Making money**

**Photographer unknown**
*Dave Smith vs Jerry Jerome, Sydney Stadium* 19 April 1913
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3260495

**Photographer unknown**
*West End Bitter Beer Advertisement Featuring Boxing Identities, South Australia* c. 1910
Left to right: Terry Kelleher (American boxer), Harry Ryan (trainer), Ike Morrell (owner of a cricket bat factory), Colin Bell (‘The Moree Mountain’) and Tom Dunn (both Australian boxers).
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3259169

**Allan Johnston and Alan Morris**
*C’mon Aussie, C’mon*
sheet music
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2926510

*’Breathe Easy’: Toohey’s 2.2 Lite Lager Beer* c. 1985
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn7012892

S.T. Leigh & Co (printers)
*Cappstan Test Cricket Calendar, 1949 (Featuring Don Bradman)* 1949 calendar
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2943388

Martin King
*Hardie-Ferodo 1000* 1977 poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4968440

*Malvern Star: The Cycle of Opperman* 1934 poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3534118

Gerry Wedd (b. 1957)
*Mambo Tapestry of Surfing History* 1995 poster
© 1995 Mambo
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6617137

**Towards a level playing field**

Mike Brown
*Evonne Goolagong during the Final of the Women’s Singles against Virginia Wade at the Australian Open* 1972 photograph
Australian Information Service Collection
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3050374

Jiayuan Liang
*Ash Barty Practice Session at the Australian Open, Melbourne Park, Victoria* 21 January 2022 digital print (printed 2023)
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn8656800

Quinn Rooney
*The Victorious Australian Women’s Cricket Team* 2020 digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Dylan Burns
*Lauren Pearce of the Demons and Caitlin Gould of the Crows Compete for the Ball during the 2022 AFLW Grand Final Match between the Adelaide Crows and the Melbourne Demons at Adelaide Oval* 9 April 2022 digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images
Chris McGrath
*The TAB Sydney Swifts Celebrate Victory in the Commonwealth Bank Trophy Netball Grand Final* 2001
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Mark Metcalfe
*The Capitals Celebrate Victory during the Round 10 WNBL Match between UC Capitals and Bendigo Spirit at the National Convention Centre* 11 January 2023
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

*Netball Dress Worn by Liz Ellis at the Netball World Championships, Jamaica* 2003
Australian Sports Museum

*Wimbledon Ladies’ Singles Championship Tennis Trophy* 1971
sterling silver
National Museum of Australia

*White Fila Tennis Outfit, Designed for and Worn by Ash Barty during the Wimbledon Tournament* 2021
polyester spandex
National Museum of Australia

**Superstars**

Tim Clayton
*Gold Medal Winner Emma McKeon of Australia after the Women’s 50-metre Freestyle Final at the Tokyo Aquatic Centre during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games* 1 August 2021
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

*Selection of Gold Medals Won by Emma McKeon at the 2016 and 2020 Summer Olympic Games and at the 2014, 2018 and 2022 Commonwealth Games* on loan from Emma McKeon AM

**David Moore** (1927–2003)
*Portrait of Dawn Fraser, Melbourne* 1963
photograph
Portraits of Notable Australians by David Moore
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3573345

*The Legendary Les Darcy: Champion of Champions* c. 1970
poster
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6186746

**Bill Brindle** (d. 1984)
*Rod Laver Playing in the New South Wales Tennis Championships* c. 1962
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4582814
Photographer unknown
*Daphne Akhurst Hitting a Backhand Shot during a Game in New South Wales* 3 February 1930
print from a glass-plate negative (printed 2023)
Fairfax Archive of Glass-plate Negatives
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6256791

Photographer unknown
*Betty Cuthbert, the Golden Girl* 1956
photograph
Bruce Howard Collection: Nostalgic Australian Photographs
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3107016

**Australian News and Information Bureau**
*Herb Elliott Leading Merv Lincoln during a Race at Olympic Park, Melbourne* 30 January 1958
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4584039

Photographer unknown
*Jack Brabham in His Ford Racing Car* 1971
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn4593895

David Dare Parker (b. 1958)
*Pre-fight Weigh-in, Anthony Mundine’s First Professional Boxing Match, Sydney* 2000
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3544604

Mervyn Bishop (b. 1945)
*Lionel Rose, World Champion Bantamweight Boxer, before Departing for the United States to Defend His Title, Sydney Airport* 1968
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn6852738

*I Told You So* purchased 2023
poster
Strip Tees

Ern McQuillan (1926–2018)
*Arthur Beetson Running onto the Sydney Cricket Ground* 1974
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3562098

Mark Kolbe
*2015 NRL Grand Final, ANZ Stadium, Sydney* 4 October 2015
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images
Bruce Howard (b. 1936)
*Sydney’s Warwick Capper Taking a Spectacular Mark over Mick Martin of the Kangaroos in a Game at the MCG on Anzac Day* 1991
photograph
Bruce Howard Collection of Photographs for *Herald* and *Weekly Times*, Melbourne, 1955–95
National Library of Australia
*nla.cat-vn3046135*

Photographer unknown
*Cliff Young of Australia in Action during the Sydney to Melbourne Ultra Marathon 1983, Melbourne* 1983
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Michael Jensen (b. 1943)
*Robert de Castella Winning the Gold Medal at the Commonwealth Games Marathon, Brisbane* 1982
photograph
National Library of Australia
*nla.cat-vn3297433*

Photographer unknown
*John Eales, Rugby World Cup, Australia vs New Zealand* 1991
photograph
Action Photographics

Barbara McGrady (b. 1950)
*Michael Long, David Wirrpanda and Nicky Winmar (left to right) at the 2014 Dreamtime at the ‘G Match* 2014
digital print (printed 2023)
Courtesy Barbara McGrady

Barbara McGrady (b. 1950)
*Adam Goodes’ Final Game at the Sydney Cricket Ground* 2015
digital print (printed 2023)
Courtesy Barbara McGrady

Serena Ovens (b. 1967)
*Portrait of Louise Sauvage OAM, Atlanta, Georgia, USA* 1996
photograph
National Library of Australia
*nla.cat-vn1430986*

Melanie Collins
*Cathy Freeman, Commonwealth Games, Victoria, British Columbia, Canada* 1994
print from a negative (printed 2023)
National Library of Australia
*nla.cat-vn1030486*

Christian Petersen
*Lauren Jackson #15 of Australia Celebrates in the Second Half against Russia during the Women’s Basketball Bronze Medal Game on Day 15 of the London 2012 Olympic Games* 11 August 2012
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images
Thomas Coex
*Australia’s Patty Mills Goes to the Basket in the Men’s Bronze Medal Basketball Match between Slovenia and Australia during the Tokyo 2020 Olympic Games* 7 August 2021
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Wendy McDougall (b. 1961)
*The Token Athlete Photo But Definitely Not a Token Athlete! Ian Thorpe!* 3 October 2000
photograph
Scenes in Central Sydney during the Sydney 2000 Olympic Games, 20 August–27 October 2000
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn455055

Adam Petty
*John Aloisi Kicks the Winning Penalty to Qualify Australia for the 2006 World Cup* 2005
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Tony Feder
*Kerr’s Trademark Backflip* 2017
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Hannah Peters
*Australian Captain Meg Lanning Celebrates Winning the 2022 One-Day World Cup* 2022
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Alex Davidson
*Steve Smith Celebrates Double Century* 2019
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

Ralph Dunn & Co.
*Portrait of Australian Batsman Victor Trumper* c. 1895–1915
sepia-toned postcard
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn1633655

Photographer unknown
*Portrait of Don Bradman* c. 1930s
gelatin silver photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn2998850

Sir Donald Bradman (1908–2001)
*Letter by Donald Bradman to J.C. Davis* 1931
ink on paper
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3077361

William Sykes Limited
*Bat Used by Don Bradman in the 1934 Ashes Series* 1934
wood and rubber
National Museum of Australia

**Jack O’ Hagan** (1898–1987)
*Our Don Bradman*
Melbourne: Allam & Co, 1930
sheet music
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn7384402

Photographer unknown
*Phar Lap, Ridden by Billy Elliot, with Trainer Tommy Woodcock, after Winning the Agua Caliente Handicap in Mexico* 20 March 1932
photograph
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3549369

**Reg M. Thornton** (1892–1929)
*The Wonder Boy Charlton*
Sydney: The Manly Daily, 1924
sheet music
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn3298706

**Steve Holland** (b. 1963)
*Australian Cricketer Shane Warne at the End of the Fourth Test of the Ashes Series, Melbourne Cricket Ground* 2006
digital print (printed 2023)
National Library of Australia
nla.cat-vn706559

**Philip Brown**
*Ellyse Perry Dismisses Tammy Beaumont of England in the Ashes* 2022
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

**Clive Brunskill** (b. 1965)
*Anna Meares of Australia Celebrates Winning the Gold Medal in the Women’s Sprint Track Cycling Final on Day 11 of the 2012 Olympic Games at the Velodrome, London* 7 August 2012
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

**Michael Steele**
*Cadel Evans, Yellow Jersey Wearer of Team BMC, Turns the Corner at the Arc de Triomphe during the 21st and Final Stage of Le Tour de France* 2011
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images

**Donald Mirelle** (b. 1974)
*Alisa Camplin in Flight* 2006
digital print (printed 2023)
Getty Images
Steve Munday  
*Steve Bradbury Wins Gold, Salt Lake City Winter Olympics* 2002  
digital print (printed 2023)  
Getty Images

Elsa for Getty Images Sport  
*Dylan Alcott of Australia Celebrates with the Championship Trophy after Defeating Niels Vink of the Netherlands to Complete a ‘Golden Slam’ During Their Wheelchair Quad Singles Final Match on Day 14 of the 2021 US Open* 12 September 2021  
digital print (printed 2023)  
Getty Images

Quinn Rooney  
*Layne Beachley of Australia Competes during Round Three of the Rip Curl Pro as Part of the ASP World Tour Held at Bells Beach, Victoria* 2008  
digital print (printed 2023)  
Getty Images

Scott Barbour  
*Michelle Payne Celebrates with Her Brother Stevie Payne after Winning the Melbourne Cup* 2015  
digital print (printed 2023)  
Getty Images

Jared C. Tilton  
*Minjee Lee of Australia Plays a Shot from the Bunker near the 14th Green during the Final Round of the 77th US Women’s Open at Pine Needles Lodge and Golf Club, Southern Pines, North Carolina* 5 June 2022  
digital print (printed 2023)  
Getty Images